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retrieval technology [9]. Because the weighting functions are
derived from the latent semantic analysis, they can not only
normalize the supervector, but also incorporate the long-term
semantic modeling in the short-term N-gram modeling. We
study the functions including term frequency (tf), inverse
document frequency (idf), term relevance (tr), Chi-square
statistic (chi), redundancy of term frequency (rd), and their
combinations. We evaluate the functions on an SLR system in
which phoneme lattices are generated and modeled by the
SVM. Experiments are conducted on the NIST 2007 LRE
task. Results based on lattices show that rd achieves the best
performance among the functions, and the combination of rd
and logtf outperforms other combinations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
system architecture. Section 3 presents kernel construction
and Section 4 presents term weight functions. Section 5
presents experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 6.

Abstract
In the spoken language recognition approach of modeling
phonetic lattice with the Support Vector Machine (SVM),
term weighting on the supervector of N-gram probabilities is
critical to the recognition performance because the weighting
prevents the SVM kernel from being dominated by a few
large probabilities. We investigate several term weighting
functions that are used in text retrieval, which can incorporate
the long-term semantic modeling in the short-term N-gram
modeling. The functions are evaluated on the NIST 2007
Language Recognition Evaluation (LRE) task. Results
suggest that the term weighting with redundancy of term
frequency (rd) can effectively eliminate the redundancy of
unit frequency co-occurrence across languages, and the
combination of rd and logtf demonstrates the effectiveness of
combining the local and global weighting functions.
Index Terms: spoken language recognition, term weighting,
support vector machine

2. System Architecture

1. Introduction

As shown in Figure 1, the SLR system consists of three main
components: phone recognizer, term calculation and language
model SVM. In the system, input speech is firstly converted
to phoneme sequences or lattices by the HU phone recognizer
[2]. Then term-weighing functions are performed on
supervectors composed of N-gram probabilities. Finally,
SVMs are trained for target languages in the training stage
and are used to score the input supervector in the testing
stage.

One of the state-of-the-art approaches to Spoken Language
Recognition (SLR) is the phonotactic approach, which models
languages with phoneme sequences generated by phoneme
recognizers. A conventional method is the Parallel Phoneme
Recognizers followed by Language Modeling (PPRLM) [1],
which has recently been improved in different stages. Firstly,
the phoneme recognizers are improved to reduce phoneme
error rates, e.g. using the hybrid of Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [2] and the
hybrid of HMM and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [3][4].
Secondly, the phoneme sequence generated by the phoneme
recognizers can be enhanced by using the phoneme lattice
[5][6]. Thirdly, the N-gram language modeling can be
improved by using the binary decision tree [7] and the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [8].
SVM generally achieves better performance than the Ngram likelihood in language modeling due to its
discriminative training. In the SVM modeling, the N-gram
probabilities are concatenated to a supervector to be the SVM
feature. Given a segment of speech, some N-gram terms may
have larger probabilities than others and dominate the kernel
function in SVM. Therefore, it is an important issue to
perform term weighting on supervector entries, e.g. the loglikelihood ratio weighting and the TFIDF weighting [10].
We study the term weighting problem by comparing the
performance of several popular weighting functions in the text
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Figure 1 Spoken language recognition system architecture

3. SVM Kernel
An SVM is a binary classifier defined as follows:
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The conventional idf term is popular term-weighting for
filtering importance term in document. In this paper, it can be
defined as the global weight because it reflects the specific of
term ti to utterances from total number of utterances in
corpus. Its definition is (6), where N is the total number of
utterances in corpus and f (ti ) is the total number of

i 1

where x is the input vector, xi are support vectors, Di > 0,
and K ( x, xi ) is the kernel function measuring the similarity
between x and xi .
Denoting the probability of N-gram term ti in the speech

utterances to which a term ti is assigned. For SLR, the term
which occurs in a few utterances is given higher importance
than the term which occurs very often across all utterances.

utterance d j is p (ti | d j ) , we get the supervector in the vector
space as follows:
)(d j ) [ p(t1 | d j )

p(t2 | d j ) ! p(tM | d j )] ,

where M is the number of terms. Then the kernel function
measuring the similarity between two utterances d1 and d 2
is defined as a inner product:
K (d1 , d 2 )

¦ p(t | d ) p(t | d )
i

1

i

2

(2)
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Given a term-weighting function w(ti ) , the kernel function is
rewritten as follows:
K (d1 , d2 )

§ N ·
log ¨
¸
© f (t i ) ¹

idf ti

M

) (d1 ), ) (d 2 )

4.2. Inverse document frequency (idf)

(6)

A disadvantage of idf is that it reflects term importance from
the total number of utterances in corpus. We propose an
alternative intra-class term-weighting idf _ cate for observing
the characteristic of term occurred in same class (i.e. ck is
same language). It is defined as (7), where N Ck is the total
number of utterances in each language ck and f ti , ck

M

¦ w(t )
i

2

p(ti | d1 ) p(ti | d2 )

(3)
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We will investigate different forms of term weighting
functions w(t j ) .

is the

total number of term frequencies ti in language ck .The
advantage of this term is that it is a relative scoring between
intra-class languages.
idf _ cate ti , ck

4. Term Weighting Functions

§ N Ck
log ¨
¨ f t ,c
i
k
©
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¹

(7)

Term weighting is critical to achieving good performance
because it normalizes the supervectors of N-gram
probabilities so that the kernel function will not be dominated
by a few large probabilities among all N-gram terms [10][11].
We will study several term weighting functions that are
widely used in text retrieval, including term frequency (tf),
inverse document frequency (idf), term relevance (tr), Chisquare statistic (chi), redundancy of term frequency (rd), and
their combinations. These functions are derived from the
latent semantic analysis so that they can also incorporate the
long-term semantic modeling into the short-term N-gram
modeling [9].

4.3. Term relevance (tr)

4.1. Term frequency (tf)

4.4. Chi-square statistic (chi)

The term frequency can be represented as the local weight
because it is estimated based on the relative frequency of term
ti within a specific utterance d j denoted as tf ti , d j . The

Generally, Chi-square statistic weighting is based on the
terms that appear in utterances of each language and the terms
which do not appear in utterances. It is defined in (9), where
denote the number of
and b f ti , ck
a f t i , ck

Term relevant weighting represents inter-class weighting. It is
defined as the proportion of the number of relevant utterances
in which the term occurs to the number of non-relevant
utterances. It is defined as (8), where N is the total number of
utterances in corpus and f (ti ) is the total number of
utterances in which the term ti occurs.
tr ti

frequencies of phone occurring in utterance describe the
characteristics of the language. The high frequencies of term
in utterance reflect the importance of term. The variant of tf
can be represented as the logarithm of term frequency
logtf ti , d j shown in (4). The logarithm function ensures

the non-target class ck (i.e. other languages) respectively.
and d f ti , ck
denote the number of
c f ti , ck
frequencies of other term ti in the target class ck and in the
non-target class ck , respectively. N is the total number of
frequencies of term ti occurring in the corpus.

variant of tf used in the experiment.

ITF ti , d j

log tf ti , d j  1
1  1 / 1  tf ti , d j

(8)

frequencies of term ti occurring in the target class ck and in

that none of weights will become too large relative to the
weight of a term that occurs in roughly half of the document.
Inverse term frequency ITF ti , d j shown in (5) is another

logtf ti , d j

§ N  f (ti ) ·
log ¨
¸
© f (ti ) ¹

(4)
(5)
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This weighting has a disadvantage that it is not appropriate in
case the number of features of non-target class is too larger
than that of target class.

the language discrimination capability across language and
compares the importance of term with others. With various
combination of term-weighting, we compare nine termweighting schemes listed in Table 1, i.e. the first three terms
are traditional tf.idf and variants of tf and idf (denoted as
logtf.idf and ITF.idf). Their combinations are represented as
local and global weighting but some schemes: logtf.ITF,
tf.idf_cate, tf.tr, and tf.chi (the 4th used only local and 5th , 6th ,
7th used not directly global, respectively) are not. The two last
terms are the combination of tf and logtf with rd.

4.5. Redundancy of term frequency (rd)
The rd weighting is a global weighting that is defined in (10),
where N is the total number of utterances in corpus, tf ti , d j

ti

denotes term frequencies
utterance d j , tfsum ti

occurring in a specific

is the summation of value of term

frequencies ti in every utterances:
tfsum ti

¦

N
j 1

tf ti , d j

where j is the number of utterances in corpus. The advantage
of rd is that it can measure the distribution of term occurrence
in each utterance and directly calculate the term frequency in
each utterance. We propose it to overcome the disadvantage
of the idf term-weighting which only counts the number of
utterance in which term occurs. If the value of term is large, it
means that the importance of term is small. To study the
effect of phone redundancy in utterance for each language,
this scheme is applied in experiment.
log N  ¦ i

N

rd ti

§ tf ti , d j
¨
log
1
¨ tfsum ti
tfsum ti
©
tf ti , d j

·
¸
¸
¹

5. Experiments

(10)

4.6. Normalization factor
The speech utterance length contributes to the variation of
model. Typically, the effect of vector length can be eliminated
by normalization factor. The normalization functions
w t .normS c and w t .normE c are defined in (11) and
k

i

k

i

(12), where the weights are normalized by summation and by
Euclidean distance method, respectively [12].
wk ti .normS c

wk ti .normE c

wk ti

¦

T

¦

T

i 1

(11)

wk ti

wk ti
i 1

wk ti

2

Speech corpora for training were CallFriend corpus and
LRE07 DEV, portion of NIST 2007 language recognition
evaluation (LRE) development data set. The experiments
were evaluated on 14 languages closed-set task for NIST
2007 language recognition evaluation (LRE) data which
contain 7530 utterances. Target languages include Arabic,
Bengali, Chinese, English, Farsi, German, Hindustani,
Japanese, Korean, Russian, Spanish, Tamil, Thai and
Vietnamese.
In this paper, we adopt the BUT speech recognizer as the
phone decoder [2], which is based on the ANN/HMM
approach. It is trained on Hungarian speech database and
defines 61 phone units. The recognizer produces a phone
lattice and a phone string by 1-best decoding duration 30
seconds.
The Lattice-SVM with tf.idf term weighting is set as the
experiment baseline. Performance metrics are the equal error
rate (EER) and the detection error tradeoff (DET) curve [13].
We use unigram, bigram and trigram probabilities of
phone units. The SVMlight is used to construct SVM language
model with a linear kernel,
Table 2 shows the average equal-error rate (EER) of the
experiments which compares the different combinations termweighting schemes on lattice decoding and 1-best phone
decoding.

(12)

Table 2. Performance of EER for different term weight
from using lattices decoding and 1-best decoding.

4.7. Combination of term-weighting functions

Term Weight

Table 1. Summary of term-weighting schemes
Combination
Term-weight
tf.idf

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
wi , j

tf ti , d j x idf ti

logtf.idf

wi , j

log tf ti , d j  1 x idf ti

ITF.idf

wi , j

ITF ti , d j x idf ti

logtf.ITF

wi , j

log tf ti , d j  1 x ITF ti , d j

tf.idf_cate

wi , j , k

tf ti , d j x idf _ cate ti , ck

tf.tr

wi , j

tf ti , d j x tr ti

tf.chi

wi , j

tf ti , d j x chi ti

tf.rd

wi , j

tf ti , d j x rd ti

logtf.rd

wi , j

log tf ti , d j  1 x rd ti

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Ideally, the good term should be represented as a combination
of local weighting, which represents the specific characteristic
of term in utterance, and global weighting, which represents
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tf
logtf
ITF
idf
tr
chi
rd
Combine
Term-weight
tf.idf.w/o_norm
tf.idf
logtf.idf
ITF.idf
logtf.ITF
tf.idf_cate
tf.tr
tf.chi
tf.rd
logtf.rd

lattice
normS normE
5.83
5.98
3.12
3.27
2.80
2.77
3.04
2.94
3.14
3.05
17.69 18.53
2.85
2.69
lattice
normS normE
3.11
2.56
2.49
2.68
2.69
2.62
2.73
4.31
4.34
2.59
2.59
8.43
9.46
7.93
8.93
2.49
2.46
2.46
2.43

1-best
normS normE
5.50
5.32
5.30
5.35
5.32
5.28
4.76
4.76
5.85
5.68
15.23
15.28
4.81
4.71
1-best
normS normE
4.42
4.61
4.50
4.39
4.52
4.38
4.70
10.80
11.68
4.39
4.41
10.97
11.65
13.71
12.04
4.45
4.64
4.55
4.68

Top-twenty units of HU phone unit 'A:' and bigram ‘*A:’.The tendency of idf and rd values are similar. However,
their values are slightly different, e.g. the pairs of bigram 'd_:A:' and 'i-A:'. It illustrates that rd is larger than idf and thus
we can conclude that the rd is more suitable term-weighting
for discrimination of term in utterance. In contrast, there is
significant difference between idf and rd values occurring in
some phones units, shown as Figure 2 (Right panel). Since the
idf and rd are represented as global weighting, they increase
the importance of the terms that better discriminate the
languages. Since a better classification is achieved with larger
values, the more important terms are left and the less
important terms are filtered out.

5.1. The effect of combination term weight
Comparing local weighting shown as (1-3) in Table 2, the
variants of tf: ITF and logtf yield better results than tf,
respectively. When considering the global weight factor, rd
(7) can achieve good performance and it is better than only idf
(4). For 1-best decoding, the difference is not so much. The
experiment result shows that inter-class weighting tr and chi
are not effective in discrimination capability. It is observed
that chi-square cannot beat other term-weighting because of
the effect of high frequencies of non-target language. The
difference between term frequencies of non-target and target
languages is too large so it makes deviation of chi.
As considering the combination of term-weighting, it
shows that the combination of weights from local and global
weighting (as 8, 9, 10, 11, 16 and 17) achieve good
performance than the combination of local weightings(13),
the combination of tf and the intra-class weighting (13) or
inter-class weighting (14).
The rd term shows better results for global weighting,
because it can represent how specific of term in the utterance
is for the language relative to the entire corpus. Thus, the
results on proposed scheme tf.rd (16) and logtf.rd (17)
showed EER 2.43% and 2.46% respectively, which are lower
than the baseline system. This result verifies redundancy (rd)
improves the term’s discriminating power for phonotacticbased language recognition.

6. Conclusions
We investigated term weighting functions in SVM modeling
of phoneme lattice in SLR. Results on the NIST 2007 LRE
task suggest that the redundancy of term frequency (rd)
outperforms other functions by eliminating the redundancy of
unit frequency co-occurrence across languages. Combination
of rd and logtf achieves the best performance, demonstrating
the effectiveness of combining the local and global weighting.
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5.2. The effect of normalization
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